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A Study on the Match between Training Fields of the 
Unemployed and their Post-training Occupations in Korea
Chung Jae Ho, Kim Me Rhan, Jeong Weon Ho 
This study evaluates the performance of vocational training for the 
unemployed in terms of the match between the fields of training and those of 
occupations. The Korean training program for the unemployed is called 
‘vocational skills development account system’ or ‘my work learning card 
system’. Training fields and occupations are classified and analyzed at the 
sub-major group level according to the Korean Employment Classification of 
Occupations(KECO). The main findings of this study are as follows.
First, main training fields of the unemployed are Business, Accounting, 
Clerk Related Occupations(KECO sub-major group No.: 02), Food Service 
Related Occupations(13), CultureㆍArtㆍDesign Related Occupations(08), and 
BeautyㆍAccommodationㆍTourㆍEntertainmentㆍSports Related Occupations(12). 
The proportion of the trainees who took part in the training in those 4 fields 
is 73.4%.
Second, only 15.6% of the displaced workers took part in the training in 
the same fields as their former occupations. The other 84.4% took part in the 
training in the fields different from their former occupations, which implies 
that most of displaced workers take part in training in order to get jobs in 
new occupations.
Third, the employment rate of the trainees within 6 months after training is 
32.5%. The employment rates of the trainees in the fields of Healthcare & 
Medical Service Related Occupations(06) and Information & Communication 
Technology Related Occupations(20) are 50.1% and 47.5% respectively, which are 
the highest, while those of Textile & Garment Related Occupations(18) and 
BeautyㆍAccommodationㆍTourㆍEntertainmentㆍSports Related Occupations(12) 
are 14.7% and 15.3%, the lowest.
Fourth, among the trainees employed, the proportion of those who got jobs 
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in the same occupations as the training fields is found to be 30.6%. The 
proportion is higher for women and for relatively young trainees. The 
proportion is also found to be higher for those who got jobs within 3 
months after training than those who got jobs 6 months after training or 
later. While trainees in the fields of Business, Accounting, Clerk Related 
Occupations(02), Healthcare & Medical Service Related Occupations(06), and 
Information & Communication Technology Related Occupations(20) are more 
likely to get jobs in the same occupations as the training fields, those in the 
fields of CultureㆍArtㆍDesign Related Occupations(08), BeautyㆍAccommodation
ㆍTourㆍEntertainmentㆍSports Related Occupations(12), Construction Related 
Occupations(14), and Food Processing Related Occupations(21) are less likely 
to do so. A positive correlation is found between the employment rate of the 
trainees in a certain training field and the proportion of trainees who got jobs 
in the same occupations as the training fields.
Fifth, only 29.4% of the displaced workers got jobs in the same 
occupations as the training fields. Among them 11.2% are upgrade type(AAA) 
whose training fields are the same as their former occupations and 
occupations employed after training and 18.2% are career change type(ABB) 
whose training fields are different from their former occupations but the same 
as the occupations employed after training.
Former 
Occupation 
Training 
Field
Occupation employed 
after training Type Proportion
① A A A AAA 11.2
② A A B AAB 9.0
③ A B A ABA 22.3
④ A B B ABB 18.2
⑤ A B C ABC 39.2
